
Ch. 18 – Moisture, Clouds and Precipitation 

 
18.1 – Water in the Atmosphere  

A. Water is the source of all: 

1. precipitation – any water that falls from the sky (clouds) 

a. examples:  snow, rain, hail, sleet 

 

B. Water’s Changes of State 

 3  States of matter of water: 

1. solid:  ice, snow, sleet, hail 

2. liquid:  rain 

3. gas:  fog, clouds 

 The ability of water to change state is what produces the water cycle. 

 This process requires energy (heat) being either absorbed or released 

 

C. How does each change happen? 

1. Solid (ice)  to liquid (water)  -  melting  

a. In this process, heat is absorbed  ;   

b. It is latent heat that melts the ice; heat that is absorbed by the ice cubes and not producing a 

temperature change 

 

2. Solid to Gas – sublimation 

a. Heat is absorbed; opposite of deposition 

b. example, dry ice ;  

 

3. Liquid to Gas – evaporation 

a. In this process heat is absorbed also 

b. Latent heat absorbed by the water molecules gives them energy to take off and become a gas 

 

4. liquid to solid  - Freezing –  

a. opposite of melting  ,  

b. Heat is released into air to make the water freeze 

 

5. gas to liquid  - Condensation –  

a. opposite of evaporation  

b. Heat is released into air, causing clouds and fog to form 

 

6. Gas to Solid – deposition 

a. Opposite of sublimation 

b. Example – frost forming on cold objects (cars, windows) 

c. Heat is released  

 

II.  Humidity – the general term for the amount of water in the air 

1. Saturation point – when the amount of water has reached the maximum for the temperature 

The warmer the air, the more water it can hold; the colder it is, the less water it can hold. 

2. Relative Humidity – a ratio: 

                     Amount of water in the air       

                      Amount of water the air can hold 

             Hygrometer – an instrument that measures humidity 

3. Dew Point – Temperature at which the dew forms on the ground; the air is at a point in which it is 

totally saturated with water. 



 

18.2 – Cloud Formation 

A.  Air  Compression and Expansion 

1. When air is compressed, it warms.  

a. Descending air warms at the same rate (10°C for every 1000 meters) because it encounters 

higher pressure. 

 

2. When air is allowed to expand, it cools. 

a. Rising air cools at a rate of 10°C for every 1000 meters until it reaches its dew point and clouds 

form. 

3. . Both are referred to as the adiabatic rate 

 

B.  Processes That Lift Air 

1. Orographic Lifting – Land, such as mountains cause air to lift 

2. Frontal Wedging – When masses of cold and warm air meet, producing a front. 

3. Convergence – winds colliding 

4. Localized convective lifting – unequal heating of the earth’s surface 

C. Stability 

1. Stable air – If a volume of air is the same temperature as the air around it, it has the tendency to stay 

in place.  Produces thin clouds, little precipitation. 

2. Unstable air – If a volume of air is warmer that the surrounding air, it has a tendency to rise.  

Produces thick clouds, producing thunderstorms or tornados. 

3. Temperature Inversion – when the temperature is warmer at higher altitudes and colder near the 

ground.. 

D.  Condensation – only happens when the air is saturated with water then cooled to the dew point 

1.  Must be surface on which water can vaporize, such as grass, cars, etc on the ground. 

2.  In the air it water forms on condensation nuclei, such as salt, dust  and other particulates  in the air.  

One droplet forms around each particle, which then go on to form clouds with millions of water 

droplets. 

 

Ch. 18.3 – Cloud Types and Precipitation 
A. Clouds are tiny droplets of water or crystals of ice. 

1. Clouds are identified two ways: 

A. shape 

B. altitude 

2. Three types of shapes are : 

A. stratus – layered like sheets 

B. cumulus – big, white, puffy 

C. cirrus – high, thin wispy  

3. Four types of altitudes are: 

A. low – stratus, stratocumulus, and nimbostratus 

B. middle – alto-stratus, alto-cumulus 

C. high – cirrus, cirrostratus, cirrocumulus 

D. vertically developed – go through all layers, from low to high 

4. Nimbus is a word that means rainy 

 

B. Fog – A cloud that is very near the ground. 

1. Can be formed when cool air moves in over warm ground (cooling) 

2. Can be formed when warm air meets cold ground.  (evaporating). 

 

 



C.   How Does Precipitation form? 

1.  It forms as cloud droplets grow in volume about one million times; 

 2.  The Bergeron Process: 

a. Pure water suspended in air does not freeze at 0 C, but does at -40C.  

b. This is called Supercooled water – water below freezing suspended in clouds 

c. Supersaturated – air is more than 100% saturated and produces ice  crystals; this causes 

a chain reaction which starts making crystals heavy, causing them to fall as snowflakes. 

d. Collision-coalescence – the theory that raindrops get larger by joining together; then 

falling to the ground; this is a warm cloud process. 

 

D.   The type of precipitation that falls to the ground depends on the temperature of the air that it falls through.  

They include: 
1.   rain,- drops of water 

 2. sleet, - small particles of ice 

3. snow,  -ice crystals that build as they fall (Bergeron process) 

4. hail – ice pellets with multiple layers (usually “built”/layered in thunderstorms) 

 

Be able to label the cloud types and altitudes. 


